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Editor’s column

This edition of Coates Cuttings has been
edited by Dudley Courtman.
The main theme of the articles is mainly historical, a reminder of the
part that our navigation played in the lives of our ancestors. Cecil
Stebbings of Heybride Basin, a former lock keeper and landlord of
The Old Ship, in 1924 became a national hero in a dramatic rescue in
the English Channel. Despite his gallantry the salvage vessel and
local lives were lost causing much hardship and grief in the village.
The last government finally woke up to the notion that floating
pennywort was becoming a national problem and tried to solve it
with proverbs and promises. It was a good job that we took matters
into our own hands on the navigation.
We feature: the technological innovations that could not save the
Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation Company from its eventual
demise; the current progress in the restoration of the navigation’s last
surviving wooden lighter; the recognition of a forgotten local bird
watcher who won national acclaim; and a contribution from our
resident poet inspired by our heritage chunker.
We thank Mark Hanson and Rachel Spender for their fascinating
articles.
By now our members should have received details of our AGM, on
13th Saptember at Paper Mill Lock, which (numbers permitting) we
intend to hold aboard the Victoria. Our President Lord Petre will be
officiating. Following the AGM we will cruise down to Ulting
Church and back to Paper Mill. Fine weather has been requested.
Anyone who fancies a longer trip might be interested in joining the
directors of the old Navigation Company at 11am on the 4th
September, who will be cruising from Paper Mill all the way to
Heybridge Basin for the traditional “Annual Inspection of the line”.
As the trust is a shareholder, our members are eligible to join them,
although present tough times means that they are charging for the
privilege these days. Their website is www.cbn.co.uk.
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“FOUR ESSEX MEN DROWNED IN THE CHANNEL”
Headline in the Essex Chronicle in November 1924
Story adapted by Dudley Courtman from the account in the Essex
Chronicle.

In November 1924 at the onset off winter The English Channel was
no place to be in a raging gale. Employment in those days was
perilous, you were lucky to have a job, and if you had spent your
boyhood working in Arthur Butcher’s breakers yard in Heybridge
Basin you would have jumped at the opportunity to fetch a salvage
vessel from Portsmouth. To Cecil Stebbings, at the age of 22, it was
an honour to be chosen as crew member and join the cream of the
seafaring men of the Blackwater estuary. (In later years he was lock
keeper at Heybridge Basin from 1942to 1945.) This is the story,
based on the account in the Essex Chronicle, of his heroism and of
the great loss and suffering that befell the local community.

H.M.S. Marlborough, one of the “wooden walls of England”,
capsized and sank in a heavy gale near the Owers lightship, off the
Sussex coast, early on Saturday morning, while being towed by two
tugs from Portsmouth to Osea Island, Maldon, (Arthur Butcher’s
breaker’s yard in Heybridge Basin was the destination).
H.M.S.Malborough was a first -rater, 63000 ton sailing three decker,
carrying 131 guns, built in 1855. On conversion to steam power she
was one the largest wooden ships of war ever built .She served as
flagship of the Commander in Chief in the Mediterranean.
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H.M.S. Marlborough

HMS “Marlborough” at Portsmouth before the ill-fated tow
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The violence of the gale was such that she became flooded, broke in
two, and sank. The captain of the tug Vanquisher immediately let go
the hawser, and succeeded in rescuing three of the crew, but the
remaining four were drowned. Of the three rescued men, the
youngest, Cecil Stebbings, age 22 of Lock Hill, Heybridge Basin,
displayed an act of bravery worthy of the best traditions of the sea,
The thrilling story of the heroism of Cecil Stebbings was told by
Capt. H Pascoe of Gravesend, the master of the Vanquisher:
“As soon as we encountered wreckage we heard a voice in the
darkness shout, “Save us!” I headed at once towards the spot and saw
two men clinging to a large piece of wreckage. When we got within
fairly decent sight of them we threw a rope to their assistance, but it
fell short and the younger man, Stebbings, sprang for it from another
piece of wreckage. He could have saved himself then without
difficulty but instead he chose to risk his own life by going back to
the large piece of wreckage, on which an older man was crouching. I
heard later that they were uncle and nephew, and that young
Stebbings had previously swam some 15 yards with his uncle before
they reached the raft.
On getting back to the wreckage, young Stabbings put the line around
his uncle, and we were then able to haul both of them aboard the tug.
We also picked up Mr Wilkinson out of the sea, and I gave
instructions to the master of the other tug to stand by near the scene
of the fatality in the hope of picking up the other four men.”
Captain Pascoe added that the sea was “like a cliff” when the fatality
occurred.
The engineer, Harry Wilkinson, one of the rescued men, who had a
nasty gash in his right leg states:
“Water came in quickly and three decks became flooded. The water
burst in forward and put out the dynamo lights. We had to rush about
with candles. After a time the boat gave a list to starboard and finally
toppled right over. She seemed to break clean in two. When the water
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rushed in forward we all went aft and scrambled through the aft
window. For about three quarters of an hour I was floating about in
the sea clinging to pieces of wreckage. I saw most of the crew except
the skipper swimming about in the sea. I think the skipper must have
been lost with the ship, being unable to get out of her.”
The rescued crew members were;

Harry Wilkinson, 36, of North Camberwell.
James Stebbings, 56, of Heybridge Basin
Cecil Stebbings, 22 of Heybridge Basin
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James Stebbings, 56, lives at Lock Hill, Heybridge Basin, and the
graphic story of heroism and rescue created a profound impression
among the sea folk of their native place “They both have been
engaged here in yachting work”, the Essex Chronicle was informed
by friends at the Basin, “and as were their mates who have gone, they
are the friends of everybody, the two are much attached to each other.
When they left for Portsmouth on the Monday morning before the
tragedy, they all did not seem to be looking forward to the job at all.
It was as it they had got a presentiment that something was going to
happen”.
Cecil Stebbings and his uncle are both thoroughly capable seamen.
The younger man skippers the yacht Bittern for Mr Gray, of Maldon.
Miss Stebbings, one of Cecil’s sisters said: “It was a terrible moment
to us all when we heard that the ship had gone down and that only
three men had been saved. At first we did not know who they were,
Mother is at the hospital at Portsmouth now, to see Cecil and Uncle
Jim, and we are hoping that they will all be home in a few days”.
The other rescued man, Harry Wilkinson of North Camberley, is well
know at Heybridge Basin, where he is engineer on a yacht
The victims of the disaster, all Essex men, were:

Captain F Simmons, 63, of Brightlingsea
Mate, F Wheeler 54, of Brightlingsea
Arthur Dowsett, 40, of Heybridge Basin
George Dawson, 58, of Goldhanger
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Capt. Simmons, who was 68 last April, resided at Tower Street,
Brightlingsea with his wife, who had been an invalid for some years.
A native of Brightlingsea, he first went to sea at the age of ten, served
his apprenticeship with the late Mr Wheeler, a Brightlingsea smack
owner, and since the age of about 20 he had been skipper on fishing
vessels in the North Sea. During the war he was seriously injured by
an accidental fall in his vessel near the Channel Islands, breaking
three ribs, a finger and an ankle, and dislocating a shoulder; these
injuries necessitated treatment in hospital in Jersey for a considerable
time. For the past few years he had been skipper of a London
gentlemen’s private pleasure yacht at Heybridge Basin. Other
members of the crew of the ill-fated Marlborough also had worked
on this yacht, including Harry Wilkinson as engineer. Capt
Simmons’s two married daughters live at Brightlingsea - Mrs Coppin
and Mrs Gissing. Mrs Coppin’s husband had a brother, Ernest,
drowned some 18 years ago.
Mate, Fred Wheeler, of Sydney Street, Brightlingsea would have
been 55 next Christmas Day. The son of a Brightlingsea yacht
captain, Mr Wheeler had had a sea-faring career from boyhood. Some
of the boats he worked with during the war (WW1) had exciting
encounters with submarines, but he came through it all unscathed. He
leaves a widow and a married son, who is a shipwright.
-9-

“It is funny but he seemed to start off with a presentiment; they all
seemed to dread the prospect of the trip”, said a brother to the Essex
Chronicle, describing how Arthur Dowsett of Heybridge Basin went
off with his pals for the job which proved to be a grim calamity and
did not come back. “Arthur did not have time to kiss his mother
good-bye, a farewell which he always took before, but I don’t think
he could really face it on this occasion. He was one of a thousand, as
a son and a brother. When he gave a young fellow a shilling for doing
a little service just before he left, Arthur, when asked if he wanted
any change, said “Keep it, I shall not be able to give you another for a
long time”. Mr Dowsett who was affectionately known as “Darkie”
by all his pals at the Basin, was shipwrecked of the coast of Holland
some years before the war, but was rescued uninjured. He was
selected to form part of the crew on a number of important
expeditions and just before the war was at Spitzbergen. In September,
1914, he joined the Dover Patrol, and served through the arduous
years of the war to come back without a scratch. He was only 40
years of age, unmarried and living with a married sister, Mrs Willis
of Lock Hill, Heybridge Basin. His mother, a widow, and an invalid,
aged 73, lived with another married sister a few doors away. Arthur
was the only unmarried member of the family of eight surviving
children, three of these worked at Braintree working for the Crittall
Manufacturing Co. there, and another at Maldon, working for the
same company at Witham. “Mother still thinks he is coming back,”
said Mr Bertie Dowsett (a brother of the dead man). “She talks to him
in her fitful sleep, and wakes up holding out her arms as if waiting to
welcome him home again”
Mrs Johnson, the widow of Mr George Johnson, of Goldhanger,
another of the victims, is left with four children, the eldest of whom
is eighteen, and the youngest twelve. She keeps a little general store
in the middle of the village. Both husband and wife were born and
bred in Goldhanger, where they were married. Mr Johnson was 58,
and besides his seafaring work lent occasional help to neighbouring
farmers, and last year was in charge of the sea wall construction work
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in the locality. During the war he served with the Royal Navy. A
brother, Mr Sam Johnson, lives not far away
Osea Island, known during the war as H.M.S. Osea, serving as an
important naval purpose, is within sight of the homes of the
Heybridge Basin men. The hulk of the Marlborough had been
acquired by Messrs. Arthur Butcher & Sons, Ltd., of Heybridge
Basin, and it was intended that this work of breaking it up should
provide much needed work for several unemployed men for the rest
of the winter. Already some thirty men had been signed on for the
work. An idea of the sympathy felt by the good hearted fisher folk for
each other can be gathered by the remarks of one of the bereaved
women, who, through her tears at the loss of a loved one, said: “And
what about all those poor people who wont have any work to do?”
The tragic news cast a gloom over the whole neighbourhood, along
the banks of the Blackwater from Heybridge Basin to Brightlingsea.
All the crew, from skipper downwards, were picked men for their
capable seamanship, held in the highest esteem by their mates. The
prevalence of the gale caused some anxiety amongst friends at home
but there was a never- failing hope that all would be well. Monday
morning found little knots of fishermen standing about looking over
the water towards Osea, still half wondering if it was all true. It was
all true. It was just a week before that all their mates had left their
homes and loved ones and that four of them out of seven would not
return took some time to realise. At the first, aching hearts were
buoyed with the faint hope: “That there might be another bit of
wreckage, and he might be on it”, but the hours and days passed, and
the hope had to be abandoned. Relatives of the rescued men at the
Basin, full of anxiety themselves, did their best to soothe and comfort
those who had worse news, such was the ever- present ties of feeling
between these people that tragedy only serves to intensify.
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Pennywort goes proverbial

“Pennywort stranglehold” was the headline in the Essex Chronicle on
Friday, August 29th 2003 which was in response the Trust’s first
working party’s attempt to clear the alien pennywort from the
Navigation. The photo shows our present chairman, William
Marriage, about to go “up to his armpits” in the stuff just above
Beeleigh lock. The plan at the time was to highlight that there was a
massive build up of weed on the navigation and that it was going to
get worse unless some one did something quickly.
Now, after some seven years, the government has realised that there
is a serious threat to our rivers, so serious in fact that they have
enlisted the help of the celebrity gardener, Charlie Dimmock, to
follow in William’s footsteps. She was shown, knee deep on the
River Wandle, removing pennywort by the handful. This was
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featured on BBC News: “Tackling the UK’s aquatic triffids”. The
problem is well known to all members of the Canal Trust; we could
have written the script! Pennywort has been introduced to our rivers
by garden centres who sell it for ornamental ponds. Once put in the
pond it completely takes over and smothers everything else, so it is
removed and thrown away, some times indiscriminatingly. It often
finishes up in a ditch, and eventually a river, where it thrives. Charlie,
on the government’s behalf, wants it removed and carefully
composted.
What is depressing about this initiative – and equally amazing- is the
acknowledgement that pennywort is still on sale in garden centres
and that the government are about to consult on whether to make its
sale illegal: “We are not going to make a decision until the
consultation is over,” says the minister, “But even if we do decide on
a ban, it will, in many cases, be closing the stable door after the horse
has bolted. But I would never rule it out.” There’s a classic piece of
governmental double speak for you! All the volunteers who have
supported the Trust’s working parties for over seven years, and
whose dedicated efforts – and still continuing - have succeeded in
removing floating pennywort from the whole of the navigation, will
be lost for words. Replicating the minister’s use of the proverbial
mode, they could say that a consultation process at this stage is not
only akin “to fiddling while Rome burns”, but is “adding fuel to the
flames”
The vast amounts of money which will be spent on consultations
would be far better spent on legislation to ban the sale of alien
species, and on promoting active weed removal programmes like our
own.
The government has, however, taken one major decision in the fight
against alien plants, it has decided to grant a licence to allow the
introduction of a small Japanese psyllid bug (Aphala itadori) as a
biological control to feed on the infamous Japanese knotweed which
can grow through concrete. This initiative promises to save billions
of pounds for the construction industry, unless, of course, the foreign
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bug goes “walk- about” and turns its attention to native species, like
the South American cane toad did in Australia. The toads were
introduced to eradicate insect pests on the sugar cane crop only to
become serious pests themselves, eating every living thing that they
could get into their mouths.
In the BBC news bulletin the minister stated that he is hoping that
eventually a biological control can be found to combat pennywort.
We should warn him, using his favoured proverbial mode, that,
although he might decide that “necessity in the mother of invention”
he could end up “shooting himself in the foot”.
Dudley Courtman

*

*

*

*

*

Decline of the Chelmer & Blackwater Navigation
Those of you who are familiar with the Chelmer and Blackwater
Navigation will know that like all cargo carrying canals in the UK it
was eventually overwhelmed by the forces of economic progress. But
the remarkable survival of our Navigation for so long after the
decline of most of the others was mainly due to its dependence on the
importation of timber from the Baltic. Long after coal was no longer
needed by the region’s steam driven mills, and the furnaces at
Chelmsford Gas Works, timber continued to be in demand for the
building trade.
Timber ships from Sweden and Finland discharged their planks of
timber into waiting barges in deep water off Osea Island on the
Blackwater estuary; from there it was a short trip to Sadd’s wharves
in Maldon and to Brown’s lighters in Heybridge Basin.
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Tug towing former Thames sailing barges laden with timber
On arrival at Heybridge Basin there was the problem of what to do
with all of the spare timber, as there were not enough canal lighters to
transport a whole ship’s cargo along the canal in one go, and what
remained had to be stored ashore or left in situ on the cut down
Thames sailing barges. The Basin was the scene of much activity in
the summer months as the planks of timber were manhandled from
ship to shore and back again. It provided the locals with secure
employment for many years as well as keeping the navigation open.

Man-handling timber from a Thames barge on to a canal lighter
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“Chelmsford Duke” – the first engine
It wasn’t until 1953 that engines were fitted to the wooden lighters.
One of these lighters is still afloat –just! It’s currently being restored
under the guidance of the charity, the Susan Trust. In their turn the
wooden lighters were superseded by steel lighters equipped with

(Opposite page) The 14 mile day’s journey to Chelmsford was by
a horse-drawn barge
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giant “Harbourmaster” outboard engines. These disturbed the
tranquillity of the peaceful rural scene somewhat - you could
certainly hear them coming! One benefit was that they kept the
navigation clear of weed.

“Harbourmaster outboard engines were fitted”
In order to avoid the double handling of each plank of timber from
ocean going ship to barge to lighter, the sea lock at Heybridge Basin
was enlarged in 1964 thus enabling sea going boats to enter the Basin
and to discharge directly into lighters. Whether the Navigation
Company recouped its investment on this, or in the change to
motorised metal craft, is not clear. As the latter were ultimately
abandoned in 1972 it seems unlikely – a research project for
someone?
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“….disturbed the tranquillity of the peaceful rural scene”

It was the development and use of shipping containers that sealed the
Navigation’s fate -along with many east coast ports larger than
Heybridge Basin. Steel boxes could be filled with timber and stacked
on sea-going barges, piled one on top of another in stacks so high that
it is difficult to imagine that the helmsman could see where he was
going – reminiscent of the old “Stackie” Thames sailing barges
which had to post a lookout on their mobile haystacks!. One cannot
imagine one of these giant container barges ever arriving off Osea
Island with timber for the Basin.
Geography played a crucial part in the choice of site and the
construction of the Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation in 1793 and
it was geographical reasons that led to its eventual demise in 1972.
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Containers were adopted to make the handling of heavy goods easier
and quicker; their success was based on the availability of deep water
ports with good storage, modern handling facilities and good
communication links. The shallow Blackwater estuary with its
shallow waters, poor road and rail network didn’t measure up.

Containerisation -“Has anyone seen Heybridge Basin?”
It was a remarkable achievement that the Chelmer and Blackwater
Navigation Company managed to operate commercially until 1972.
Their long survival ensured that they left a navigation ideally suited
to today’s recreational activities. Along the Navigation there are
many remnants of former wharves, building and craft to remind us of
the slower and quieter cargo carrying days.
Dudley Courtman
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Humphrey Spender Centenary 2010

Humphrey Spender at The Studio, Ulting.
Photographed by Paul Herrmann in 2000
The artist and photographer Humphrey Spender lived in Ulting from
1949 until 2005.
It has been said that as a photographer, painter and designer,
Humphrey Spender helped shape our sense of the Twentieth Century.
Humphrey lived during his childhood and schooldays in London and
was educated at Gresham’s, Holt in Norfolk.
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He studied art in pre-war Germany and then studied architecture in
the 1930’s in London, all of which gave him a feeling for the modern
and avant-garde in design, photography and architecture.
He went on to become a pioneering documentary photographer in the
1930’s working with one of the very first 35mm Leica cameras on
projects such as for Mass Observation in the North of England.
During WW2 he was an Official War Office photographer and also
photographed for the magazine Picture Post.
After the war and having moved from Lavenham in Suffolk,
Humphrey moved into the Old Vicarage, Ulting where he lived for
twenty years but in 1968 commissioned a modern house and studio
from the architect Richard Rogers, where he lived until his death in
2005.
Humphrey had numerous one man painting exhibitions in and around
London from the 1940’s onwards and took a lot of his inspiration
from nature and views of the river, reeds and canal lock gates in the
Chelmer Valley where he would often walk or row his little boat,
always with sketchbooks and camera in hand.
Humphrey designed many wallpapers and fabrics for Sanderson and
other textile firms, as well as designing interiors for P.&O. Liners
and a mural for the Festival Of Britain. He taught textile design at the
Royal College of Art for 20 years, alongside the best known artists of
the day.
His paintings and photographs are in the collections of galleries and
museums all over the world.
In 1989 he was commissioned to design the 42ft long Maldon
Embroidery to commemorate the Millenium of the Battle of Maldon
in 1991. The Embroidery is on permanent display at the Maeldune
Heritage Centre at the top of Market Hill, Maldon.
From it’s very beginnings Humphrey was vice chairman of the
Chelmer Valley Association until he died in 2005. He scrutinized
every planning application relevant to the Chelmer Valley.
The C.V.A. was formed in around 1968 in order to protect the water
meadows of the valley from gravel digging between Maldon and
Chelmsford.
Later on the C.V.A. successfully fought against the use of jet skis and
power boats on the now peaceful fishing lakes.
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Since then this area has been designated a conservation area.
During 2010 a series of different exhibitions have been organized in
New York, London and Maldon to celebrate the centenary of
Humphrey’s birth.
An exhibition of his paintings, photographs and design work is on
display now at Gainsborough’s House in Sudbury, Suffolk until 23rd
September.
There will be another exhibition of his work at Gresham’s School,
Holt from 5th to 25th November.
The Studio in Ulting continues to hold the Humphrey Spender
Archive which is the largest and most varied collection of his
paintings, design and photographic work.
Anyone seriously interested in Humphrey’s work or viewing The
Studio
can
do
so
by
appointment
by
contacting
Rachel@RachelSpender.co.uk
Ulting and Langford Parish council and Maldon District Council
have placed a blue plaque to commemorate Humphrey which is on
the Ulting village sign near the church.
Rachel Spender

Humphrey Spender drawing of Chelmer Canal at Beeliegh
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Restoring “Susan” - a Heritage Project

“Susan” at Little Baddow 1979
Susan , the last surviving wooden canal lighter on the Chelmer and
Blaclwater Navigation ,was built in Prior’s yard at Burnham on
Crouch in 1953.The Susan is unique for being the first lighter on the
navigation to be fitted with an engine. A special stern tunnel had to
be carefully crafted to accommodate a large propeller. Operating in
one of the shallowest navigations in the country, a minimum depth of
4 feet, meant that the rudder blade had to be retractable- a problem
with which boat builders on the marshy East Coast were well
familiar. In the case of the Susan extra steerage had to be provided to
offset the shallowness of the water and two rudders were fitted. One
can imagine the first helmsman’s concern using a single rudder when
he found that he couldn’t make his 30 ton cargo go in the right
direction!
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.Susan gave sterling service until 1962 when she was superseded by
steel barges with outboard motors. Once retired from carrying cargos
the Navigation Company kept her in reserve and used her as a
maintenance vessel. In 1976 she was finally laid to rest in a quiet
creek at Little Baddow and plans were made for her burial. John
Marriage, a lifelong supporter of the Navigation, got to hear of it and,
realizing that we were about to lose a valuable part of our local
heritage, purchased Susan with the help of the Inland Waterways
Association. He gathered together a group of supporters and founded
the Chelmer Lighter Preservation Society, with the aim of completing
a full restoration of Susan. This eventually was achieved in 1981.

John Marriage at the helm
Some Chelmer Canal Trust members will remember the 25th May
1997 when Susan attended the rally at Springfield Basin to celebrate
of the 200year anniversary of the opening of the navigation in 1797.
She carried a token cargo of coal, timber and bricks which was
unloaded on the quayside to a traditional horse and cart.
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“Susan” at Springfield Basin’s 200th Anniversary
Over the ensuing years various local government bodies and the
Chelmer Lighter Protection Society have worked hard to keep her
afloat but a survey in 2004 revealed that costly major repairs were
needed. Chelmsford Museum Services, the then owners, thought that
a voluntary group would be better placed to secure charitable funding
to carry out the works. Supporters of the Susan wanted to see her
kept as a floating presence on the navigation rather than accept the
Museum’s preference to bring her ashore and use her for exhibition
purposes, so they founded the Susan Trust. The Lord Lieutenant of
Essex, Lord Petre, became the Trust’s president.
The vessel is currently moored at Sandford Mill on the navigation at
the Chelmsford Industrial Museum and Education Centre, and,
despite several near- and actual! – sinkings, is still afloat. As a
precautionary measure its engine has been removed to the safety of
the Centre and is on display there. The trustees have been working
hard to raise funds to enable her to undergo a complete restoration.
They passionately believe that her heritage value will be greatly
diminished if she is dry-docked as a land exhibit. Various
applications have been made for grant aid and the funds thus raised,
combined with a start up bursary from the Chelmsford Borough
Council, have raised forty five thousand pounds. This figure is below
that which is required to complete all of the work but,
notwithstanding, the trustees have decided to press on with the first
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stage of the restoration which is to fit a new keelson and sister
keelsons. The works have been carefully costed and a reputable boat
builder chosen. St Osyth Boatyard will carry out the works. In May
Susan will begin her long tow from Sandford to Heybridge Basin,
then on down the Blackwater estuary to St Osyth - the day chosen for
this last part of the voyage will have to match anticipated sea
conditions to the hull’s frailty. A day when the surface of the sea
looks like the skin on a rice pudding will be the ideal! After the
completion of the first two stages of the restoration works Susan will
remain at St Osyth while funds are being raised for stages three and
four.
As well as promoting fund raising activities the Susan Trust will be
developing educational and display material for a removable display
pod. This feature will convert her, when the occasion demands, into a
floating exhibition centre, which will be used by schools and the
local tourist industry. A trip aboard Susan could be one of the
county’s “Days Out in Essex” attractions. The monies raised through
charging for trips will be become part of an ongoing maintenance
programme which will include future capital restoration costs.
The Susan’s trustees have given great consideration to the viability of
the restoration project. Encouraging progress is being made with this
exciting project. It deserves our full support.

The goods carried up the navigation by Susan which contributed to the
growth of Chelmsford
Dudley Courtman
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Who was J.A. Baker, author of `The Peregrine’?
Some members of the Chelmer Canal "Trust have probably never even heard
of the author J.A.Baker and those that have, probably know virtually nothing about
him. For some unknown reason there has recently been a resurgence of interest in
his books and writing, he was not a prolific author and he seems to have gone out
of his way not to leave any sort of biographical foot-print. One commentator in a
recent article in the East Anglian Daily Times of 28/11/2009 was moved to write
that it appeared as if `at some early point he ticked the no publicity box'. As far as I
am aware Baker had only two books published, his first and the one upon which his
reputation as a writer stands, was `The Peregrine' published in 1967 and the
second 'The Hill of Summer' was published in 1969.
`The Peregrine' achieved much critical acclaim and was awarded the Duff Cooper
Award in the year it was published. Kenneth Allsop was moved to write of `The
Peregrine' — `it is a masterpiece and instantly takes its place amongst the
great triumphal affirmations of man's search for his lost place in the universe'
another commented that his writing had a `magnesium flare intensity'. `The
Peregrine' was first published by Collins, the first hardback edition was issued, in
my opinion, with a rather inept and weak front cover design which although very
much a design typical of its era was not really appropriate to the book's contents.
A much better cover was issued on the Penguin paperback edition which
appeared in 1970, a measure of the book's success. This design depicted a
magnificent peregrine in full flight. The book\is in fact still in print today being
offered by Frances Lincoln in their 2009 July to December catalogue (p.54) but
with once again in my opinion a not very appropriate cover with an almost
caricature of a peregrine. The saga of the inept front covers was repeated in an
earlier version that depicted a goshawk by mistake instead of a peregrine! I expect
any members who have read this far are wondering what the connection is with the
Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation? Although Baker very cleverly hides the
location of his peregrine observations, the basis for the book, I can now reveal that
the main location was the Chelmer Valley between Chelmsford and Maldon in
particular the middle section between Little Baddow and Ulting!
John Alec Baker was born in 1926 and is thought to have died in 1987. During his
life he had an assortment of employments including tree-feller, library porter at the
British Museum, and school teacher, none of which he deemed to have been a
great success. He was married and as far as I am aware lived in Chelmsford all his
adult life. He lived in Upper Roman Rd. and later Marlborough Rd. both in the
Moulsham area at least in the 50s, 60s and 70s. In 1965 he gave up work in order to
pursue his goal of researching material for a hook on the peregrine. He actually
took up bird-watching relatively late in life (I believe when he was in his early
30s) admitting in the first few pages that he came `late to the love of birds', from
the book we know that he had binoculars and a telescope and the one mention of a
bike indicates that this was his mode of transport whilst out observing the
peregrines. It is clear that the peregrines he observed were winter visitors to Essex,
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`Autumn begins my season of hawk-hunting, spring ends it' as he puts it in the
book.
There is no denying that Baker was a great wordsmith, effortlessly shaping a
handful of simple words into sentences that are like verbal pictures. To some
people (including me) Baker's prose occasionally appears too elaborate or florid
even, but many readers admire his style. The book is obviously centred on his
observations of the day-to-day life of the peregrine, but some of his best writing is
reserved for the incidental observations and the rare occasions when he writes
about himself. Three favourite
quotations are
“My pagan head shall sink into the winter land, and there be purified”
“Under the wind, a wren, in sunlight among fallen leaves in a dry ditch seemed
suddenly divine, like a small brown priest in a parish of dead leaves and wintry
hedges, devoted till death.”
“From the big marsh pond came the murmur of the teal flock, like a distant
orchestra tuning up.”
Of the peregrine Baker writes, `Wings pliant as willow, body firm as
oak......His feathers were finely grained.... they shone like polished wood'.
It seems, at times, and particularly later in the book that Baker wanted to assume
not just the mind and soul of this charismatic bird of prey but its very physical
identity. Coming across peregrine kills he writes, `I found myself crouching over
the kill, like a mantling hawk' and later `I could have eaten it myself if I had
been hungry'. There are no named Essex locations in the book, but Baker gives
many clues — for example he gives the location of a two hundred foot tall chimney
where the peregrine would roost, at the confluence of two rivers, and which he
further describes as having since been felled, this was the old Langford Mill beam
engine chimney near the confluence of the Chelmer and Blackwater. Baker's
peregrine observations were made at many locations in the valley — one of the
earliest was at Ulting (although he say's his earliest was on the coast) he also
observed his birds at Little Baddow, Springfield, Boreham & Langford. On the
coast he noted birds at Goldhanger, Tillingham, Steeple, Mundon, Heybridge and
Maldon. Other inland records came from Purleigh, Widford, Writtle, Danbury,
Woodham Walter, Roxwell and Chignall St.James.
Baker made records of other bird species, the earliest I can find is in 1955 of
black-tailed godwit at North Fambridge one of his favourite early bird-watching
sites. He has a reputation as being something of a misanthrope (he was described
as having no telephone and rarely going out socially in the 1960s) but he is
known to have (rarely) accompanied other bird-watchers among them Peter
Follett, R.B.Warren and particularly the late Stan Hudgell on a number of
occasions. He also bird-watched the then new Hanningfield reservoir in the late
1950s on at least four occasions, this is almost certainly the reservoir he mentions
in the book. In 1967 he got round to visiting some of the county's parkland sites
notably Hylands, Danbury, Thorndon and Ongar Park Woods, he later visited the
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Brentwood area in 1969.
J.A.Baker's peregrine records were at first recei ved with som e
scepticism by established Essex bird-watchers not least because Baker
apparently had very poor eyesight and wore very thick-lensed glasses and the
peregrine was then judged to be an extremely rare winter visitor to the county.
Baker however spent his life, over many years watching these birds becoming
effectively a professional peregrine observer. I think he revered (almost
worshipped) and became more obsessed with the peregrine the more time he spent
in their company, the birds became the be-all and end-all of his life. I have been
told that Baker later suffered from arthritis (not as yet verified) but this could
possibly have been partly as a result of his outdoor life constantly searching for
these birds.
What of the peregrine today? From being only known as a winter visitor and
suffering the tragedy of the 1960s pesticide pollution when its wild population
plummeted, I think J.A.Baker would be pleased to know that the population has
recovered and it has even bred, though rarely and intermittently in Essex, nesting
on tall man-made structures that resemble its natural cliff-face habitat. There are
recent records from the Chelmer Valley as a winter visitor and I once found a
typical `kill' as described by Baker in the book by the river in Boreham.
Copyright Mark Hanson
-------------------------------Interesting/Unusual sightings
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Homage to a Chunker
Unsuspected but true

Delivering through time

Conceived with the canal

Its chunkerated flow

Unseen hidden

Who will pay homage

But fully functional through time

To such dedication

Chunkering, chunkerating

Shunning the centuries

Committed chunkeration

And now exposed

The envy of the drainage world

To public view

Reliable faithful

Don McCort
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Canoeing on the Long Pond in 1972

Some useful phone numbers:
Chelmer Canal Trust — 07791 615634
Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation (IWA/Essex Waterways Ltd);- 01494 783453
Colin Edmond, General Manager - 01245 226245
Hugh Turner, Moorings Manager - 01245 222025
Martin Maudsley, Heybridge Basin - 07712 079764
Ron and Judith, Blackwater Boat Trips — 01206-853282
Heybridge Boat Trips — 07835 657462
Paper Mill Lock, Tea Room and Boat Trips — 01245 225520
Environment Agency —

General Enquiries: 08708 506 506 (Mon-Fri 8-6)
Incident hotline: 0800 807060 (Freephone* 24 Hour)

No articles may be copied or reprinted without the author's consent. The Chelmer Canal Trust may not
agree with opinions expressed in this newsletter. Nothing printed may be construed as policy or an
official announcement unless stated otherwise and no liability can be accepted for any matter in the
newsletter.

www.chelmercanaltrust.co.uk
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